For President
EUGENE V. DEBS
OF INDIANA

For Vice-President
BENJAMIN HANFORD
OF NEW YORK

Special 7 o'clock.
CHICAGO, May 5.—The Socialist National Convention closed its work last night. It was without doubt the greatest Socialist convention ever held in the United States. Every state was represented by a full delegation, and many states were represented by two or more conventions. Eugene V. Debs, of Indiana, and Benjamin Hanford, of New York, were nominated for president and vice-president. No letter candidates could have been elected to stand for the working classes of the nation. Both are members of the Organized Labor and powerful platform speakers, and actual.workingmen.

The platform is a clear cut declaration of the Socialist philosophy and will appeal to the working class wherever they may be found. It reads: —
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Industrial Depression

By George D. Herron
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The Hand on the Wall.

The great Chicago Convention is over; the National Platform has been written and the National Standard have been chosen. The hand of the capitalist to correct the evil capitalist system a blow is due, from whose influence the people have been made aware. The people have started to stand up for their rights.

The capitalist is the only person who is working to keep the people in the dark. He has organized so many parties that the people can not see where their money is going to go. The capitalist has organized over a thousand parties, and they can not be seen through the glass.
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